jurisdictional claims at the same time as it sought to extend them into secular domains. When the king was not fending off the Pope and the clergy, he was staving off his peasants and magnates, who were constantly rebelling or threatening to rebel over grievances stemming from broken promises, royal overstepping, and tyrannical governance. In addition to these forces bearing down upon his real and figurative persons, the king faced ongoing threats from political rivals who lived abroad, as well as within his own household. As legal historian R.F. Treharne bluntly puts it, "thirteenth-century England was not an easy society to rule."4
The inherent instability of kingship in the early Middle Ages-intensified during an interregnum-is part of what inspired Henry iii's Royal Council to fill the void left by the king's dead body with something unprecedented; namely, a narrative proxy. The doctrine of perpetual kingship as articulated by the Council serves as both a surrogate for Edward's physical body and, by its inscription into formal jurisprudence, a legal precedent. Indeed, all those who ruled after Edward became king in law and fact at the death of their predecessors instead of at their coronations.
Most likely produced in same the century as Edward's accession, the Middle English debate poem The Owl and the Nightingale displays a similarly acute awareness of the ability of narrative to inspire legal paradigms. Several scholars have illuminated the ways in which the poem anticipates and reflects numerous modes of law and the relationship between them.5 The inseparability of medieval political theology from legal and literary fictions tantalizes contemporary literary critics who, as Lorna Hutson observes, often are lured to "literalize metaphors and personify those abstractions" in their analyses of
